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Abstract Fraud with online payment services is an ongoing problem, with significant
financial-economic and societal impact. One of the main modus operandi is financial malware
that compromises consumer and corporate devices, thereby potentially undermining the
security of critical financial systems. Recent research into the underground economy has
shown that cybercriminals are organised around highly specialised tasks, such as pay-perinstall markets for infected machines, malware-as-a-service and money mule recruitment.
Setting up a successful financial malware scheme requires the aligning of many moving parts.
Analysing how cybercrime groups acquire, combine and align these parts into value chains can
greatly benefit from existing insights into the economics of online crime. Using transaction
cost economics, this paper illustrates the business model behind financial malware and
presents three novel value chains therein. For this purpose, we use a conceptual synthesis of
the state-of-the-art of the literature on financial malware, underground markets and
(cyber)crime economics, as well as today’s banking practice.
Keywords Cybercrime . Financial malware . Transaction cost economics . Value chain .
Underground markets . Vertical integration

Introduction
Fraud with online payment services has consistently been one of the most damaging forms of
cybercrime (Anderson et al. 2012). The European Central Bank (2015) has published fraud
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statistics for the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA), which puts the total fraud in 2014 at
€1.44 billion. Around 66% of the total is ‘card-not-present’ (CNP) fraud, which includes
online payments. The overall trend is, however, undisputed: online payment fraud imposes
substantial cost on the economy and that it is becoming the dominant form of fraud with
payment services (Anderson 2008; van Eeten and Bauer 2008; Moore et al. 2009). Next to
phishing, malicious software, i.e. malware targeting financial service providers worldwide, is
an ongoing and continuous threat to these financial service providers, causing millions in
damages in both industrialised and non-industrialised countries (Anderson et al. 2012).
The research covering financial malware has primarily been technical of nature and much
of this work focused on only specific parts of the total, overarching malware ecosystem. For
example, Grier et al. (2012) inspected the (business) model of exploit-as-a-service,1 where
criminals rent out their infrastructures in order to infect systems, e.g. drive-by downloads.2
Setting up a successful financial malware scheme however, requires the aligning of many
moving parts. Not only having the overview of which parts are needed but also the expertise to
actually set up and operate the total scheme requires a serious level of skill. Hence, the
underground economy, now seen as a sort of criminal Craigslist where these ‘parts’, like
botnets etc., are sold or rented out, plays an ever more important role in acquiring and aligning
all moving parts. This underground economy transforms the necessity of having expertise on
specific parts of a financial malware scheme into ‘knowing what to buy,’ arguably allowing
actors with less expertise to operate such a scheme. However, we don’t know how these actors
choose between setting up the entire scheme themselves or ‘outsourcing’ parts of the scheme.
For instance, leasing a botnet, using crimeware-as-a-service,3 pay-per-install4 or money mule
recruitment services.5 And if they do outsource, how does this effect both business models—
that of the organiser of the total scheme and that of the seller of ‘parts’? Which (economic)
incentives influence this ‘outsourcing’?
To address these and similar questions, the existing insights on parts of the financial
malware ecosystem will need to be combined with insights from research on the ‘economics’
of crime. By conceptually synthesising the literature on financial malware, we will try to shed
light on criminal strategies in financial malware schemes. Next to this specific economic
outlook on crime, transaction cost economics can be of beneficiary value to understand
outsourcing incentives within these criminal strategies. Specifically, when looking at these
economic incentives, the underlying patterns and motivations behind the current modus
operandi, i.e. criminal business model, can be unravelled. When combining these insights
with the knowledge on the various components of the financial malware ecosystem, the socalled ‘value chain’ of financial malware can be uncovered.
The field of economics of (cyber)crime has been interdisciplinary from the start. But rather
than criminologists or economists, much innovative work has come from computer scientists
who were able to extract and capture data around the criminal ICT infrastructure. For example,
1

Exploit-as-a-service is a service that automates the exploiting of a victim’s (internet) browser (Grier et al. 2012).
Any download that takes place without the user’s authorisation or prior knowledge; often initiated already
active malicious software (Grier et al. 2012).
3
Crimeware-as-a-service (CaaS) is a business model used in the underground market where illegal services are
provided to help underground buyers conduct cybercrimes (such as attacks, infections and money laundering) in
an automated manner (Sood and Enbody 2013).
4
Pay-per-install services play a key role in the modern malware marketplace by providing a means for
outsourcing the global dissemination of their malware (Caballero et al. 2011).
5
An example of CaaS, wherein money mules are offered as a commodity (Sood and Enbody 2013).
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Levchenko et al. (2011) have uncovered the spam value chain in an analysis of the full set of
resources employed to monetise spam email, including naming, hosting, payment and fulfilment. Other groups have studied the criminal market for fake anti-virus software (Stone-Gross
et al. 2013) and the pay-per-install market for compromised machines (Caballero et al. 2011).
Similarly, Rossow et al. (2013) inspected the value chain of malware downloaders, i.e.
malicious programs that sell the possibility to download and execute malicious modules to
end-user devices.
Until now, there has been little to no systematic and comparative empirical research that
sheds light on the overall value chains around financial malware. In this paper, we, therefore,
aim to unravel novel value chains in financial malware. These value chains can help extricate
the interactions between the strategies of attackers on the one side and the properties and
policies of the financial service providers on the other. It would enable us to study how the
different resources involved in these attacks are being combined and how (new) interventions
in one part of the value chain (e.g. interventions aimed at cash-out strategies) affect the other
parts (e.g. targeted payment services). Understanding these interactions would help in creating
better countermeasures and new security services, ideally making certain fraud models less
profitable or even loss-making to begin with.
The goal of this paper is to conceptually synthesise the literature on financial malware,
underground markets and (cyber)crime economics, as well as today’s banking practice, to
make a first attempt at discerning archetypical and novel value chains in financial malware. In
the next part of the paper, sections II and III give an overview of the field of economics of
crime, respectively on the economics of cybercrime and transaction cost economics. Then, in
section IV, we give a state-of-art of the literature on financial malware and identify parts of the
whole malware ecosystem which have been studied. In section V, we use both these overviews—(cyber)crime economics and financial malware—to discern three novel value chains in
financial malware based on the existing literature, as well as today’s banking practice, followed
by our conclusions in section VI.

Theoretical Background
Economics and Crime Analysis
Studying crime in an economic fashion is not new. Famous is the work of Becker (1974),
wherein he lies to foundation of the economics of crime and punishment. Using a rational
choice perspective, he presented the idea that crime and punishment are to be analysed on the
basis of individual costs and benefits. Knowing these costs and benefits allows for criminal
justice policies to become increasingly effective by raising cost, such as the penal risk, or
lowering the benefits; think of bank vaults with time locks in order to lower the immediate
reward of robbing a bank.
The work of Becker inspired others to look for an economic approach to study organised
crime (Dick 1995; Garoupa 1997, 2007; Kugler et al. 2005; Levitt and Venkatesh 2000).
Thereof, the work of Levitt became widely popular when he combined earlier work in the best
selling book Freakonomics and its successor SuperFreakonomics (Levitt and Dubner 2005,
2009). Literature on the economics of organised crime, let alone financial cybercrime, is quite
scarce when comparing this to the growing amount of economic studies on individual crime
and criminal law. Nonetheless, with the attention shifting towards cybercrime more and more,
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the field of economics of cybercrime, as introduced above, has seen growing amounts of
studies with an economical approach to cybercrime from 2006 onwards (Afroz et al. 2013;
Anderson 2008; Anderson et al. 2012; Anderson and Moore 2006; Bauer and van Eeten 2009;
Kim et al. 2011; Kraemer-Mbula et al. 2013; Lagazio et al. 2014; Li et al. 2009; Moore 2010;
Moore et al. 2009; Rao and Reiley 2012; Sood et al. 2013a; Walker 2012).
More, in particular, both Moore et al. (2009) and Thomas et al. (2015) made critical,
breakthrough attempts to grasp the market structure of online crime, i.e. underground markets,
whereas Afroz et al. (2013) comparatively studied these underground markets, five to be
precise, in more depth for one of the first times. Furthermore, Kraemer-Mbula et al. (2013)
have shown the ongoing globalisation based on a growing digital ecosystem, in cybercrime
and underground markets, using credit card fraud and identity theft as exemplary cases.
Moreover, Sood and Enbody (2013) introduced the model of crimeware-as-a-service, describing and analysing multiple forms of criminal services purchasable on underground markets.
These underground markets thus have a vast supply of specific parts of the malware ecosystem
(Sood and Enbody 2013). Matched with a continuous demand for these parts to set up a
financial malware scheme, this creates an extraordinary (criminal) market structure. But how
does a criminal (organisation) chose between buying all the parts, buying some parts or even
no parts of their (future) financial malware scheme? And how does a criminal (organisation)
chose not to buy but to actually sell parts of a financial malware scheme to others, perhaps
even potential competitors?
Just like a regular business, the criminal business that aims for the most profit is one that
strives towards the most effective business model, with low operational costs and an optimised
net gain. In such an effective model, decisions have to be made on whether to organise specific
tasks within the criminal organisation itself or to ‘outsource’ these to others. The choice of
outsourcing can be seen as an economics-motivated deliberation on, for instance, the frequency of this outsourced task and the specificity of this task (Dick 1995). In other words, how
frequent are the outsourced tasks needed, how specific can the task be described and is this
sufficient information to deliver this task as a service to the client in question? For example, a
botnet needed to spread malware can be argued to be both specific and frequently used,
whereas spear phishing a bank employee to infect computers with remote access tooling
(RAT)6 to hack into, until then, unknown internal bank systems is lacking both this frequency
and sufficient specificity. In consequence, the latter is less likely to be outsourced, as the costs
do not outweigh the potential benefits. These decisions based on the intrinsic transaction costs
form the basis of the consonant field of economics (Williamson 1971, 1979). Such perspective
is essential, as the total malware ecosystem in terms of value chains consists of numerous
(outsourced) parts, where underlying decisions—or, formulated in more economic terms,
incentives—form an important part of this generic build-up of parts in an individual financial
malware scheme.

Transaction Cost Economics in Offline Crime
Originally aimed at contract law, so-called transaction cost economics sets out economic
principles on and identifies incentives for companies (sub)contracting each other for goods
6
Remote access tooling is software that allows a remote ‘operator’ to control a system, e.g. a computer, as if they
have physical access to that system. In that way, the operator can have unlimited access to the computer without
being in physical contact with that system.
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and services (Williamson 1971, 1979, 2005). This is, in contrast to keeping all activities inhouse, so-called vertical integration. The term ‘vertical integration’ refers to a company who
mainly relies on its internal workforce, in contrary to the company who mainly relies on
contracted third parties for goods and services needed in the business (Whinston 2003). In his
work on transaction cost economics, Williamson (1971, 1979) describes these different
organisational structures on the basis of transaction costs that accompany this differentiation
in structures, resulting in a series of institutional implications, such as:
BAs uncertainty increases (…) transactions will either be standardized, and shifted to the
market, or organized internally.^ (Williamson 1979, p. 259)
BAs generic demand grows and the number of supply sources increases (…) vertical
integration may give way to obligational market contracting, which in turn may give
way to markets.^ (Williamson 1979, p. 260)
These propositions imply that, when goods or services involved in a transaction can be
described as frequent, standardised and do not require highly specialised know-how or skill,
these transactions will take place in the market and will not be vertically integrated.
As described above, most of the literature on the economics of organised crime has been
focusing on its market structure. In older but still relevant work by Abadinsky (1987) and
Reuter (1983), next to more recent work of Garoupa (1997, 2007) and Turvani (1997), the
importance of transaction costs with regard to the (illegal) activities of a criminal organisation
have become mainstream in the economics of organised crime. More specifically, Turvani
(1997) points out that, as most of the activities of a criminal organisation are generally illegal,
the regular structure of a market economy cannot see to a trustworthy system of transaction
monitoring. On underground markets, reviews, like trust in other shadow economies, are,
therefore, a direct substitute for the absence of this transaction monitoring system
(D’Hernoncourt and Méon 2012; Holt et al. 2015). However, a viable business relationship
is still hard to establish, factoring in this absence of such a solid transaction monitoring system.
This is, for example, the reason why large drug deals often result in rip-offs, because both the
drugs and the payment have to be at the same time and place to allow for an immediate
exchange of goods.
In a more prominent paper, Dick (1995) developed a comprehensive analytical framework
in which he shows that transaction costs and not a form of monopoly power, as argued before,
primarily determine the (illegal) activities of crime in an organised structure. The paper
predicts that, when there is a production cost advantage in a specific illegal activity, organised
crime regarding that illegal activity will be more successful (Dick 1995). When looking at the
question Dick asks himself—when does organised crime pay?—he starts with the perspective
Williamson laid down. He formulates the hypothesis based on the perspective Bthat organized
crime’s activities will be guided primarily by the relative costs of completing illegal transactions within the market versus a downstream firm^ (Dick 1995, p. 28). With Williamson as a
starting point, he focuses on: (a) is the activity suitable for ‘large scale production’?; (b) how
specific can the accompanied transaction be described?; and (c) what is the frequency wherein
this transaction would take place? Next, he adds a crucial fourth factor: uncertainty. Compared
to legal markets, their illegal counterparts do not have a reliable system of enforcement of
transactions and lack the accurate estimation of reputation on such a market (Dick 1995). In
turn, this creates an incentive to not only assume the production cost advantage of outsourcing,
let’s say money-mule recruitment, but also incorporating the risk of uncertainty inherent to the
specific transaction. In the case of money-mule recruitment, this would be the more general
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notion of the transaction itself—do I get scammed?—and the more specific notion of the risk
of having undercover police informants pose as mules or the scenario wherein the mules have
already flagged bank accounts and are, therefore, all but useful.

Economics of Financial Malware
To help discern value chains in financial malware, the transaction cost economic approach is
undeniably very useful. We have briefly shown that financial malware schemes exist of
different elements and that many of these parts are purchasable on underground markets
(Sood et al. 2013a). Using the transaction cost economic perspective, we illustrated how
different incentives have an influence on the choice between ‘doing-it-yourself’ or
‘outsourcing,’ not only in legitimate but also in illegitimate business. Whereas organised crime
has been the main subject of these illustrations, cybercrime, e.g. financial malware, arguably
lends itself even more for this perspective. The underground market is blooming, easily
accessible, but above all, nearly anonymous. Which poses the obvious risks of scams, but
also allows for a relatively low-risk entry to the market. And with the addition of reliable
reputation mechanisms, making headway for traditional criminal reputation behaviour, even
potentially diminishing the available options of disrupting such a ‘dark network’ (McBride and
Hewitt 2013). Before we can, however, look at financial malware from a transaction cost
economic perspective, we have to look in some more detail to our approach of using the stateof-art of existing research on parts of the total malware ecosystem to discern novel value
chains in financial malware.

Approach
The following sections of this paper represent the necessary steps towards the actual discernment of the novel value chains in financial malware we present in section IV. To provide
insight into the used methodology, we describe our approach in the remaining part of this
section. First, we clustered and conceptually synthesised literature on financial malware in
specific parts of the total financial malware ecosystem. Herein, we followed the clustering by
Sood et al. (2013a). The literature we included in this clustering has been published between
2000 and 2015, is available on Web of Science and has financial or banking malware as
keywords. Next, we included literature with keywords related to the concepts per clusters, such
as ‘infections’ or ‘botnet,’ albeit related to the general keyword of financial/banking malware.
Thereafter, we analysed the overview of the literature, identifying gaps and the extent to which
a total view of the financial malware ecosystem based on the existing literature can be given.
This literature overview thereby served the research goals of discerning the value chains in
current-day financial malware schemes and its economic foundation. Next, we used the
research into financial malware in relation to the underground market to extrapolate the
different underground market alternatives per cluster. In this way, we shed light on the contrast
of self-organising, i.e. vertically integrating, and using underground commodities, i.e.
outsourcing. To look at the different current-day practices in financial malware schemes, we
used prominent security blogs and reports by security firms. A differentiation in financial
malware schemes can be constructed based on the distinguished current-day practices. This
differentiation then formed the basis of extricating the novel value chains of these financial
malware schemes, wherein we described the specific parts that make up every value chain.

Discerning Novel Value Chains in Financial Malware
Table 1 Example of a value chain from a transaction cost economic perspective
Value chain

Scale

Specificity

Frequency

Certainty

Example

−−

−

+

++

Hereafter, we apply the framework proposed by Dick (1995) to analyse (the different elements
of) every value chain from a transaction cost economic perspective (see Table 1).
Finally, we therewith can identify the incentives for vertically integrating per value chain.
This results in an answer to the question of which elements of a financial malware scheme are
most likely to be either vertically integrated or shifted to the underground market. Last, we
leverage these answers to conclude on potential chokepoints in financial malware schemes,
accompanied by potential intervention strategies and possible future research efforts.

Research on Financial Malware
State-of-the-art
As stated earlier in this paper, the total puzzle of the malware ecosystem has been recently
researched by its separate pieces. Looking not only at separate pieces, but at the entire puzzle,
will allow us to assess the different elements of the total malware ecosystem in an integral
manner. This integral view will enable us to discern, based on the economics of cybercrime
discussed in sections II and III, novel value chains in financial malware. Before we can
actually connect the pieces to construct such value chains, we have to put the current state-ofthe-art in research on these pieces in the right conceptual perspective, namely the perspective
where the piece is located within the puzzle or, in this case, within the overarching financial
malware ecosystem. By clustering the different pieces of research: (a) the total malware
ecosystem, as previously studied in bits, bytes and pieces, will become apparent; (b) research
gaps can be identified; and (c) actual value chains in financial malware can be distinguished.
From the mid-2000s onwards, mostly computer scientists, but to some extent also social
scientists, have researched elements of the financial malware ecosystem. First, there are studies
on the source code and crimeware toolkits.7 Second, researchers also looked at how malware
infections occur and in more detail who is most likely to be infected and how specific online
behaviour influences these chances. Third, the infrastructure needed for the operation of
financial malware is extensively studied, in particular banking botnets and its command and
control (C&C) servers.8 Fourth, the target-selecting mechanism that is being operated in the
financial malware scheme, e.g. which bank to ‘hit’ and which not, is being researched. Fifth,
the cash-out strategies9 in financial malware are studied, wherein money mules form the most
frequent object of study. Last, the underground markets in relation to financial malware are
being separately researched, covering a wide array of studies into underground services.

7

In this case, studies aimed at the understanding of the automation of malware source code and toolkits.
Studies into the automation of the infrastructure supporting cybercrime, such as servers commanding and
controlling computers in a botnet used as such an infrastructure.
9
The term cash-out refers to activities enabling actors to access, remove and drain funds from bank accounts onand offline (Holt and Smirnova 2014)
8
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These specific parts have been identified before by Sood et al. (2013a) and presented as
clusters in their work, aiming at Bdissecting the state of the underground enterprise.^ If we
follow their lines of analysis, and stick with the clusters we have described above, we can
synthesise the state-of-the-art of research into parts of the financial malware scheme. The
studies in each cluster make up a range of divergent concepts as research objects. These
concepts are presented in the far right column of Table 2.
In Fig. 1, we see the clusters of the state-of-the-art of research on financial malware mapped
on the previously mentioned parts of the financial malware ecosystem. It is noticeable that
much research effort was undertaken on the malware source code and the specific set-ups, i.e.
crimeware toolkits. Next to the source codes and set-up part, the last couple of years has seen
an increase in research interest in the infrastructure used in financial malware schemes, aimed
both at the botnet itself as well as at the C&Cs. On the other hand, we can observe that the
study of both malware infections and the cash-out strategy have been given little research
attention. Moreover, when looking at research into target selection, we also see here that
remarkably little study has been carried out.

Make or Buy?
More specifically, if we look at the identified parts of the financial malware ecosystem in
Table 2, the literature on underground markets shows the alternatives for the outsourcing of
these parts. These parts-for-sale form the underground market counterpart to the option of selforganising—or in the light of the previous sections, vertically integrating—which, as illustrated before, requires a significantly higher skill-set. Next to its function as a platform providing
alternatives for vertically integrating, the underground market can be seen a facilitator in the
search for co-criminals (Soudijn and Zegers 2012).
Table 3 shows that, for every part of the financial malware scheme, an underground
alternative is available, based on the literature clustering on underground markets in relation

Table 2 State-of-the-art of research into parts of the financial malware scheme
Part of a financial
malware scheme

Literature

Studied concepts

Malware source code typologies;
Alazab et al. (2012, 2013); Ben-Itzhak (2009);
crimeware; cybercrime toolkits;
Binsalleeh et al. (2010); Boutin (2014); Criscione
web injects
et al. (2014); Garcia-Cervigon and Llinas (2012);
Riccardi et al. (2013); Sood and Enbody (2013)
B. Infections
Bossler and Holt (2009); Holt and Bossler (2013)
Victimisation risk; online routine
(victimisation)
activities
C. Infrastructure
Gañán et al. (2015); Neugschwandtner et al. (2011); Botnet (detection); command and
control servers (lifespan)
Oro et al. (2010); Park et al. (2014); Riccardi
et al. (2010); Watkins et al. (2014)
D. Target selection Florêncio and Herley (2013); Ronchi et al. (2011); Threat model; attack selection; attack
Tajalizadehkhoob et al. (2014)
vectors
E. Cash-out
Aston et al. (2009); Florêncio and Herley (2010)
Money mules; cash-out strategies
X. Underground
Caballero et al. (2011); Christin (2013); Grier et al. Cybercrime/financial
malware-as-a-service
markets
(2012); Holz et al. (2009); Miller (2007);
Motoyama et al. (2011); Rossow et al. (2013);
Sood et al. (2013b); Stevens (2009); Zhuge et al.
(2009)
A. Crimeware
(source code
and set-up)
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Fig. 1 Archetypical man-in-the-browser attack

to financial malware. In a typical financial malware scheme, the choice exists of, for instance,
using in-house malware developers or an existing crimeware toolkit bought via an underground market. The same choice exists in every other cluster, ranging from choosing between
setting up your own botnet and spreading malware or renting out an infrastructure and using a
pay-per-install service to recruit your own money mules or using an underground cash-out
service. But do all these specific underground alternatives get used in the same composition
every time? Or form the same scheme in every instance? And which of the parts tend to be
most likely serviced by an underground service provider?

Archetypical Value Chain
A first value chain in financial malware we can discern is the chain associated with the
established and well-researched man-in-the-browser attack. An average citizen, using online
banking like many others, first comes into contact with this financial malware scheme when
ordinarily browsing the internet or checking up on email. In hindsight, we know that the
criminal has then already set up the first two parts of the scheme, consisting of: (1) the source
code and/or crimeware kit of the specific banking malware or Trojan and (2) the infrastructure
supportive to the specific malware. These both leverage vulnerabilities in, for example, internet
browsers like Internet Explorer or malicious websites, to (3) infect these potential victims with
the financial malware in question. However, this malware only becomes operational under two
conditions: one, the bank which the infected client is using has to be specifically targeted (4)
by the cybercriminals and two, the infected client must use the internet browser in which the
malware exploits a vulnerability. When the infected client then uses his or her browser for
online banking with the specifically targeted bank, the cybercriminals use their man-in-thebrowser attack to near-automatically take over the active banking session to change amounts
and bank routing numbers to wire funds to bank accounts under their (in)direct control. Last,

Table 3 Parts of a financial malware scheme and available underground alternatives
Part of a financial malware value
chain

Underground alternative

Crimeware (source code and
set-up)
Infections
Infrastructure
Target selection
Cash-out

Exploit-as-a-service; crimeware-as-a-service; source code for sale/free;
exploit kits
Pay-per-install; drive-by downloads
Botnet lease; C&C rent
Payload, web inject/config files for sale
Money mule recruitment services; bitcoin exchanges; gift cards; prepaid
credit cards
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the funds stolen will be (5) cashed-out primarily by money mules using ATM withdrawals or
the purchasing of high-end or luxury consumer goods. Figure 1 shows this man-in-the-browser
attack in some more detail.

Ongoing Developments in Financial Malware Schemes
When we look at publications by known security firms and respected security blogs, we can
see that a differentiation in attacks is to observed. First, we still see a continuing momentum of
man-in-the-browser attacks with evolving modus operandi and ever more sophisticated setups.10 Next, there is a shift observable to increasingly manual and, thereby, more dynamic,
instead of automated, web injects to execute these attacks in the web browser. Furthermore, we
see a similar shift to the mobile browser and/or platform as an attack vector.11 These attacks are
both scalable as to some level standardised, allowing on the one hand for a higher frequency of
attacks but on the other hand are not, per se, suitable for a more targeted approach. Second, we
can distinguish a fairly new trend, wherein criminals use RAT to target small- and mediumsized businesses (SMEs).12 In this manner, they infect, via spear phishing, business computers,
to observe the internal banking or accounting systems. When the criminals have complete
insight into the company’s financial systems, they hit. For instance, manipulating salary
batches that the HR department generates using their financial systems. Then, the salary batch
is executed by the bank, like they normally do. The only difference being that not the
employees but the criminals get their (monthly) pay. As the pay is high and criminals are
moving on to other companies, the eventual detection of the fraud is to be seen as relatively
insignificant. Third and last, we note the similar use of RAT not, however, aimed at businesses
to get to their bank accounts, but aimed at the banks themselves. Therein, the same modus
operandi is used, namely, infecting, in this case, bank employee’s computers with RAT via
spear phishing in order to gain insight of and control over crucial internal banking systems.
Once the compromised systems are that familiar to the criminals, they hit. Most famously, the
case of Carbanak or Anunak illustrates this scheme as being highly targeted and professionally
executed, with estimations of up to hundreds of millions of dollars in loot.13
10

https://blog.kaspersky.com/the-big-four-banking-trojans/
http://krebsonsecurity.com/2015/02/fbi-3m-bounty-for-zeus-trojan-author/
http://newsroom.kaspersky.eu/en/texts/detail/article/kaspersky-lab-discovers-chthonic-a-new-strain-of-zeustrojan-targeting-online-banks-worldwide/
http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/new-banking-malware-uses-network-sniffing-fordata-theft/
11
http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/german-users-hit-by-dirty-mobile-bankingmalware-posing-as-paypal-app/
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Even though the last two trends both use more generic malware type RAT, albeit fine-tuned
to their specific use, in contrast to the more specialised financial malware used in the first
trend, all three show the overall variation of financial malware schemes, whereas in this case
malware targeting financial institutions (in)directly is more suitable. Knowing this variation in
schemes takes us back to the original question we asked ourselves. How does a criminal
choose between organising the tasks in a financial malware scheme themselves, thus vertically
integrating the entire operation, or outsourcing (parts of) their total scheme? Only when we
look at attackers, victims and targets in a holistic way can we observe economic mechanisms
per type of financial malware scheme. This requires an integral approach through value chains,
based on the previously explained economic perspectives on organised (cyber)crime.

Discerning Novel Value Chains
New Financial Malware Value Chains
With the overview of both the state-of-the-art of research in financial malware as well as the
three presented differentiations in today’s financial malware practices, we can leverage these
insights to discern the novel value chains behind those practices. Conforming with previous
studies that examined the value chain behind spam, we present the three value chains in
today’s financial malware practice in the same step-by-step manner (Levchenko et al. 2011;
Thomas et al. 2015). Next, using the transaction cost economic model we presented previously
in the context of (financial) cybercrime, we can unravel the intrinsic incentives of both
outsourcing as well as vertically integrating per value chain. In this instance, we look at the
elements of the value chain and apply the framework of Dick (1995). Finally, we can
hypothesise how the underground market will be involved as the ‘market-of-choice’ when
not vertically integrating and, thus, using market resources to operate an individual financial
malware scheme.

Novel Value Chain 1: Untargeted Consumer-oriented Man-in-the-browser Attack
The first novel value chain in financial malware that we can discern is the chain associated
with the already well-known man-in-the-browser attack. With reference to the described
developments in this type of attack, we see a slightly different chain compared to the
archetypical one. This novel chain uses similar steps as its established counterpart (see Fig. 2).
However, the operated crimeware kit (1) in this case allows the attacker to use
dynamic web injects instead of fully automated versions. The infections (2) are identical

Fig. 2 Novel man-in-the-browser attack
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to the other type of man-in-the-browser attacks. Moreover, the infrastructure (3) has to be
set up for these dynamic web injects, having human-operated scripts to change the web
inject from attack to attack. Again, the malware only becomes operational under two
conditions: one, the bank that the infected client is using has to be specifically targeted
(4) by the cybercriminals and two, the infected client must use the internet browser in
which the malware exploits a vulnerability. When both these conditions are met, the
attackers infiltrate the active banking session with a dynamic web inject, varying from
pop-up windows for additional login to creating extra fields in a form. This creates the
necessity of an actual human operator to execute these dynamic types of attack. Again,
the objective is to manipulate the banking session in such a manner that money is
transferred to bank accounts controlled by the cybercriminals, without raising suspicion
in the active session. Like the more static man-in-the browser attacks, the funds stolen
will be (5) cashed out primarily by money mules using ATM withdrawals or the
purchasing of high-end or luxury consumer goods. Figure 3 shows these more dynamic
man-in-the-browser attacks and their resources from a value chain perspective.

Novel Value Chain 2: Semi-targeted SME-oriented RAT Attack
The second discernable value chain is that of a financial malware scheme using RAT to target
SMEs (Fig. 4).
Unlike to the first novel chain, wherein the chances of getting infected are to say
fairly random, here the first contact the potential victims have with the financial
malware scheme is nearly always a semi-targeted (1) spear phishing attempt. With
this method, the criminals single out employees at exploitable positions in the targeted
companies, such as the financial administration. Once the often-infected attachment to
the spear phishing email has been opened, (2) the RAT source code and/or crimeware
kit already in place then has control over the (3) infected client. The criminals, with
the RAT having unrestricted access to the infected client, can observe the internal
(financial) systems of the targeted SME and spend some time getting familiar with the
day-to-day financial practices of the company. By the time they have a full and
profound understanding of the systems and know its potential exploitability, they
target a (4) specific process in the system. For example, they manipulate salary
batches so they get paid instead of the company’s employees. Like the other value

Fig. 3 Value chain of resources of an untargeted consumer-oriented man-in-the-browser attack
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Fig. 4 Remote access tooling (RAT) targeting small- and medium-sized businesses (SMEs)

chains, the last step in the scheme is the (5) cash-out strategy involving money mules
to get the stolen money to the criminals. Figure 5 shows the resource value chain of
semi-targeted SME-oriented RAT attacks.

Novel Value Chain 3: Targeted (Financial) Business-oriented RAT Attack
The third and last novel value chain that can be discerned is the chain that, like the previous
one, uses RAT, but instead of SMEs, this financial malware scheme involves the targeting of
banks directly (Fig. 6).
The first three steps of the chain are identical to novel value chain 2, with the
difference, of course, that the (1) spear phishing emails are, in this case, sent to
singled-out bank employees at exploitable positions within the bank’s internal hierarchy
and the (2) RAT thereafter is active on the (3) infected clients within the bank. Again,
like the second novel value chain, the criminals first observe the complex internal
systems and seek exploitabilities. However, in this case, the cybercriminals operating
such a scheme are not in it for the quick buck, but for the long run. Having undetected
and unrestricted access to internal bank systems is a potential gold mine. Once they have
found ways in which they can (4) manipulate the internal banking systems, they shift
from observing to acting. The infected clients are used to authorise transactions, create
back-to-back loans, hand out mortgages without underlying pledges or trick ATMs in
thinking they have a withdrawal. In contrast to the other two value chains, this chain
does not primarily rely on money mules as parts of the cash-out strategy. Criminals who
have been operating such a scheme relied on the (5) bank systems themselves as their
most prominent source of cash-out, ranging from the use of ATMs (the famous example

Fig. 5 Value chain of resources of a semi-targeted SME-oriented RAT attack
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Fig. 6 RAT targeting banks

of ATMs spitting out money on cue) or setting up accounts whereof the bank thinks they
do not exist or simply erasing transactions after they have been executed from the bank
systems. Figure 7 shows the resource value chain of a targeted (financial) businessoriented RAT attack.

Incentives for Shifting to the (Underground) Market
Now that we have a view of the three different novel value chains in current-day financial
malware schemes, we can apply the framework proposed by Dick (1995) to unravel the
underlying incentives per chain. The goal of this application is to analyse how the different
components of the value chain are suited to be organised within the criminal organisation.
Thus, vertically integrating or to be shifted to the market, making use of the vast amount of the
earlier described ‘underground market alternatives’. With the last option comes the inevitable
financial transaction to be made between the criminal organisation and the underground
market salesman. As elaborated upon in section II, the transactions characteristics are, in this
case, deal-maker or deal-breaker in shifting a specific activity to the market. The analysis of
these characteristics form the basis of the framework contemplated by Dick (1995). His
framework consists of the following elements: (a) is the activity suitable for ‘large scale
production’? (b) how specific can the accompanied transaction be described? (c) what is the
frequency wherein this transaction would take place? and (d) what is the uncertainty of the
transaction? If we map out the different elements of this framework on the three discerned
value chains, we can build the following overview (Table 4).

Novel Value Chain 1: Untargeted Consumer-oriented Man-in-the-browser Attack
Looking at the first novel value chain, the first three elements (source code/crimeware kit,
infrastructure and infections) score some positive points on the different components of the
framework. Starting with the scale, we have shown that man-in-the-browser attacks rely
primarily on infections in bulk, accompanied by, thus, a large infrastructure of infected clients.
Next, the activities in the first elements can be described very specifically due to the
standardised way of operation and the high availability of the most popular banking malware

Fig. 7 Value chain of resources of a (financial) business-oriented RAT attack
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Table 4 Overview of the discerned value chains from a transaction cost economic perspective
Value chain

Scale

Specificity

Frequency

Certainty

1. Man-in-the-browser
2. RAT → SME
3. RAT → bank

++
+/−
−−

+
−
−−

+
−
−−

+/−
+/−
−−

toolkits that almost all man-in-the-browser financial malware schemes use. In turn, the
interplay between attackers and defenders, i.e. banks and software developers closing security
gaps, creates the necessity of updating the more static parts of the man-in-the-browser financial
malware scheme, resulting in more frequent transactions on activities such as crimeware
toolkits and infections. Moreover, all these activities are common commodities available on
the underground market and, therefore, almost guarantee a continuous supply of these
activities. As a consequence of potentially doing business with underground market salesmen,
the risk of being scammed—the uncertainty of the transaction—is evident. However, in the
case of activities being sold by the dozen, by a wide range of sellers and, in most cases, with an
Amazon-like review system in place, the uncertainty is, to a large extent, downplayed or
sometimes even neutralised. This results, for these three elements, source code/crimeware kit,
infrastructure and infections, in an incentive to shift these specific activities to the
(underground) market. However, the development of using more dynamic web injects instead
of automated ones, relying on personal interaction and therewith human operators, has the side
effect of diminishing part of the specificity and, thereby, scale needed for potential
outsourcing. Time will tell whether or not we see an ongoing process of shifting from
outsourcing back to vertical integration in these man-in-the-browser attacks.
Yet, the elements of target selection and cash-out are somewhat different in relation to the
other elements in the first value chain. For target selection, config files are used that instruct the
malware to become active when visiting certain predetermined online banking environments,
based on the specific domain name of the bank in question. These config files often come with
the crimeware toolkit and are not frequently sold separately. The same goes for money mules
in the cash-out strategy, which, in turn, are not being sold by the bulk as frequently as, for
instance, in the flourishing pay-per-install market. It can be argued that, maybe, these activities
are both too valuable and too scarce and, therefore, not sold as much as other commodities.
Acquiring and aligning these parts for your own financial malware schemes seems to be hard
enough, let alone selling these on the underground market. In this case, it is not merely the low
incentive to shift these activities to the market as it is the lack of a stable underground
market alternative preventing in doing so. As a result, both these elements form potential
chokepoints in the man-in-the-browser value chain, thereby creating new possibilities for
interventions aimed at these elements.

Novel Value Chain 2: Semi-targeted SME-oriented RAT Attack
Moving on to the second novel value chain, we can observe a nearly mirrored mapping on the
different components of the framework. As we have demonstrated before, financial malware
schemes using RAT coincide with a more targeted approach. The scaling thus depends on the
size of the criminal organisation operating such a scheme, as well as the targeted companies in
terms of expected return-on-investment. Whereas the man-in-the-browser scheme uses scale to
make itself profitable, the schemes using RAT focusing on SMEs start out at least low in scale.
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However, to go for the bigger score per attack takes time, thus lowering the scale of the scheme
but, on the other hand, increasing the reward per attack to maximise the profitability. Using
spear phishing for a RAT infection is, to some extent, a standardised routine, but the activities
carried out after the infection—the observation and identification of potential cash cows in
unknown internal financial systems—is not to be called ‘specific,’ therefore, resulting in a
lower specificity of the activity to be described on the forehand. Logically, this is also not a
high-frequency activity, more a high-intensity activity, albeit that the RAT itself is such a
prevailing commodity that it is actually available for free both on the dark as on the clear web.
So, in conclusion, next to the RAT itself, there is little incentive to shift the other specific
activities in a financial malware scheme using RAT targeting SMEs to the (underground)
market.

Novel Value Chain 3: Targeted (Financial) Business-oriented RAT Attack
Last, with regard to the third novel value chain, we can see a similarly mirrored mapping on
the different components of the framework compared to the first value chain. Like the second
novel value chain, this chain encompasses a financial malware scheme with a (highly) targeted
approach. Again, the scaling depends on the size of the criminal organisation operating such a
scheme as well as, in this case, the continuous and patient efforts to exploit the targeted bank in
the long run. With a scheme targeting banks, the rewards can be dazzling if the scheme
operates under the radar of security measures implemented at the targeted bank. This requires
being able to alter the modus operandi at least from day to day and perhaps even from hour to
hour. That intrinsically creates such an unspecific and infrequent but highly intensive activity
that even the possibility of actually considering shifting this activity to the underground market
is likely to be absent. With shifting this activity to the underground market also comes the
revealing of a maybe very lucrative financial malware scheme to potential competitors. All in
all, next to maybe the RAT itself, the conclusion is that there is no incentive to shift the other
specific activities in a financial malware scheme using RAT targeting banks to the
(underground) market.

Conclusion
The still evolving current-day financial malware schemes can be brought down to three novel
value chains. We constructed these value chains based on the conceptual synthesis of the stateof-the-art of the literature on financial malware and the known differentiations in financial
malware schemes. A framework of transaction cost economics was used to analyse the
incentives that influence decisions within such a value chain to either vertically integrate or
outsource specific parts. Combined with the notion of an increase in underground market
activity, this illustrates the interweaving of underground commodities in financial malware
schemes operated by cybercriminals.
The goal of this paper was to integrate the literature on financial malware, underground
markets and (cyber)crime economics, as well as today’s banking practice, to discern novel
value chains in financial malware. These value chains were constructed in a similar fashion to
how other researchers reconstructed the spam value chain. The constructed value chains, aided
by the framework of Dick (1995), allowed us to analyse the economical principles within the
underlying criminal business models. This resulted in the answering of the question of which
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elements of a financial malware scheme are most incentivised to be either vertically integrated
or shifted to the underground market. We demonstrated that, for financial malware schemes
using man-in-the-browser attack vectors, there is a clear incentive to shift (parts) of this scheme
to the underground market, in contrary to financial malware schemes that rely on remote
access tooling (RAT), although the development of a more dynamic and human operation
tends to diminish part of these economical incentives to outsource. Next, we believe that, in
our approach, we have shown that a transaction cost economic approach is greatly beneficiary
to the series of existing economic perspectives on cybercrime in general and on financial
malware schemes in particular. This approach generates new insights as it comes to understanding cybercriminals’ operating criminal schemes and doing business with other
(cyber)criminals in an underground market. We laid down the deliberative considerations
and actions that accompany the shifting of a part of a financial malware scheme to the
(underground) market, thereby proving the potential of underground markets in kick-starting
the opportunity to operate a financial malware scheme.
Furthermore, by conceptually synthesising the state-of-the-art of the literature in
financial malware, we have, next to an overview of the current research efforts, also
identified research gaps in financial malware research. Moreover, we have made
evident that a value chain approach will be of added value when researching financial
malware (schemes) or underlying business models of those who operate it. This
creates the opportunity to study the important interactions between the strategies of
attackers on the one side and the properties and policies of the financial service
providers on the other.
Finally, we came to conclude on the different incentives that are apparent in the
different value chains. In turn, these incentives can be used to analyse chokepoints in
the value chain. More specifically, if the scarcity of one activity in particular on the
underground market influences those incentives, chokepoints derived from these incentives are vital to future interventions. Based on these chokepoints, not only
interventions for financial services or security providers but also for, perhaps even
more importantly, law enforcement purposes can be developed.

Future Work
Analyse Chokepoints in Financial Malware Value Chains
We briefly touched upon the potential chokepoints that exist within the different novel value
chains in financial malware. Concluding that these chokepoints can form the basis of a better
understanding of where potential interventions can have the greatest chance of success, more
research into validating these chokepoints is a logical first step. New or renewed research
efforts should, therefore, focus on further advancing the value chain approach and seek to
identify relationships between parts of the value chains and chokepoints.

Based on Chokepoints: Evidence-based Intervention Strategies for Financial
Malware Schemes
The next step is to study how the actionable intelligence that these chokepoints create can be
used to create evidence-based intervention strategies for financial malware. Identified
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chokepoints would provide an excellent opportunity to study how (new) interventions in one
part of the value chain affect the other parts. Understanding these interactions would enable
creating better countermeasures and new security services, idealistically making the underlying
business models of financial malware less or unprofitable.

Address Identified Research Gaps in Separate Studies (Target Selection
and Cash-out Strategies)
As we have demonstrated in section IV, the state-of-the-art of the literature in financial
malware is somewhat confined to a couple of specific clusters. Notable is that research efforts
on target selection mechanisms and cash-out strategies were relatively absent. Although there
can be a very good reason for this absence, we see the significance of studying these parts of
the financial malware ecosystem. In the analysis in section V, we have seen that these parts of
the chain strikingly form potential chokepoints and, thus, have our special (future) research
interest.
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